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Figure 1: Screenshot of the developed HILL artifact, highlighting hallucinations to users, enabling them to assess the factual correctness of an LLM response.
ABSTRACT
Large language models (LLMs) are prone to hallucinations, i.e., nonsensical, unfaithful, and undesirable text. Users tend to overly rely on LLMs and corresponding hallucinations which can lead to misinterpretations and errors. To tackle the problem of overreliance, we propose HILL, the “Hallucination Identifier for Large Language Models”. First, we identified design features for HILL with a Wizard of Oz approach with nine participants. Subsequently, we implemented HILL based on the identified design features and evaluated HILL’s interface design by surveying 17 participants. Further, we investigated HILL’s functionality to identify hallucinations based on an existing question-answering dataset and five user interviews. We find that HILL can correctly identify and highlight hallucinations in LLM responses which enables users to handle LLM responses with more caution. With that, we propose an easy-to-implement adaptation to existing LLMs and demonstrate the relevance of user-centered designs of AI artifacts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large language models (LLMs) like OpenAI’s ChatGPT [32] or Google’s LaMDA [19] have gained immense interest over the last year. With their human-like response generation, they enable everyday users to interact with generative artificial intelligence (GenAI) intuitively. However, the more users interact with LLMs, the more errors and sometimes ridiculous responses occur [3]. Examples include contradictory statements within one reply of ChatGPT when assessing whether 5 is a prime number, wrongly explaining programmer humor, or generating factually wrong responses (e.g., assessing that 1000 is larger than 1062) [3]. These errors stem from the probability-based nature of LLMs [9] which may contain human biases in the underlying data [14] and introduce major challenges for the everyday user interacting with LLMs. These erroneous outputs are generally referred to as hallucinations [20].

In summary, hallucinations are defined as text that is nonsensical, unfaithful, and undesirable [22]. Hallucinations are not limited to the human-like response generation of LLMs. For example, hallucinations have also been talked about in abstractive text summarization [e.g., 28]. These hallucinations are critical when users rely on the response of artificial intelligence (AI) models. With the increasing use of AI responses, these responses might even influence users’ political beliefs [23]. Recent human-AI-collaboration efforts include domain knowledge to improve the accuracy and explainability of model responses [47]. In the context of LLMs, this knowledge is included in the model structure [33], as self-assessment of the model response [27], or in prompt engineering [48, 50]. This knowledge-informed machine learning provides essential technical efforts to improve LLM responses, but it is unforeseeable when LLMs will be error-free [30].

Therefore, users are at risk of frequently relying on incorrect information provided by LLMs. This problem is called overreliance [24] and solutions should be incorporated during the design and development of these systems [35]. Since LLMs are established in the general public and handle frequently changing domains by everyday users [49], it is of great importance to reduce the overreliance on LLM responses.

Previous studies investigated how hallucinations can be avoided to reduce overreliance in LLMs [26, 27, 36]. These studies either focus on technical approaches without incorporating user feedback [27] or purely design recommendations for LLMs based on features urged by users [26]. Combining both lenses and developing user-centered artifacts is of utmost importance to involve users in the design process and incorporate their desires.

To tackle this issue, we propose a novel artifact called ‘Hallucination Identifier for Large Language Models’ (HILL). The user-centered design of HILL, first, builds on three prototypes developed in a Wizard of Oz study (WOz) using Figma implementing existing user-desired features [26]. The features in the prototypes are evaluated with think-aloud sessions and semi-structured interviews analyzed with thematic analysis [5] and best-worst scaling [15]. Building on this feature prioritization, we develop the HILL artifact building on the existing ChatGPT application programming interfaces (APIs). The artifact is in turn evaluated by surveying 17 participants, confronting HILL with 128 questions from the second version of the Stanford Question AnsweringDataset (SQuAD 2.0) and five additional interviews to investigate user reliance. We conclude this paper by highlighting the contributions of HILL as well as outlining potential avenues for future improvement.

2 RELATED WORK
Probability-based AI systems are particularly opaque and prone to inexplicable errors [21]. Therefore, hallucinations have been a long observed issue in AI models, for example in abstractive text summarization [28]. One strategy to reduce hallucinations is to limit the summary to general phrases, which would greatly reduce the informativeness [52]. Another case of hallucinations occur in machine translation [38]. Finally, hallucinations are not only known in natural language processing (NLP) but also in computer vision [53]. However, in this study, we use hallucinations in the field of NLP. Hallucinations are defined as text that is nonsensical, unfaithful, and undesirable [22]. Recent research further classifies hallucinations as input-conflicting hallucination, context-conflicting hallucination, and fact-conflicting hallucination [51]. In this study, we summarize all three classes as hallucinations as done by most current research.
With the newest advances in LLMs, hallucinations are more timely than ever. For example, GPT-4 still suffers from hallucinations [31]. Current research focuses on identifying and raising awareness of the errors made by LLMs [3]. This discussion also spills over to grey literature, such as news articles and blog posts [e.g., 2, 6, 11, 46]. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to ensure that users recognize potential errors and do not blindly follow the output of LLMs.

The problem of blindly following incorrect information is known as overreliance in AI systems [e.g., 24, 34]. This overreliance must be considered when developing and designing these systems [35]. Reducing overreliance can come in many ways like auditing, benchmark tests, or data quality reviews [43]. The goal for designers and developers of AI-based systems should be to achieve appropriate reliance of the users (i.e., a user follows correct and does not follow incorrect output) [25, 41]. Overall, previous research on LLMs focused on reducing model-made errors. However, it is not foreseeable when these models will be error-free despite the relevance of non-malefice to achieve trustworthy AI [44]. Instead of reducing errors, we aim to mitigate the effect of errors on the user side by empowering users to detect LLM hallucinations. Some recent approaches exist that aim at post-hoc improving the LLM output by fact-checking. One example is a “Truth-O-Meter”, that fact-checks LLM output using web mining [17]. Another example is a so-called “LLM-Augmenter” [36], augmenting the LLM output using external knowledge. Further, a “Retrofit Attribution using Research and Revision” method can improve LLM output [18].

The unified goal of all current approaches is to improve the model performance after the response generation. While these technical pursuits are worthwhile, we see fit for another angle addressing this problem. Instead of improving LLM responses, we aim to empower users to detect hallucinations themselves by using design features for LLM interfaces. Recent literature introduced some initial design aspects that may help users detect hallucinations [26]. However, these studies remain on the conceptual level without implementing an actual user-centered design. In this study, we implement some of the features in an artifact that is evaluated with everyday users. This difference in approach is illustrated in Figure 2. While current approaches aim at correcting hallucinations, we aim at empowering the user to detect hallucinations by themselves. It is important to note that these approaches are not competing against each other, but rather complementing each other.

3 STUDY 1: WIZARD OF OZ

We, first, conducted a WOz to instantiate and prioritize the features for an LLM interface enabling users to identify potential hallucinations. To allow comparison between the prototypes, we included one feature per category in all prototypes. We, therefore, generated three prototypes containing five to seven features each. These prototypes were then pre-tested with two user experience (UX) experts and one everyday user. The UX experts both work in an HCI-heavy context, especially with conversational agents. We, finally, conducted nine think-aloud sessions where the participants engaged with all three prototypes and followed the think-aloud sessions with post-hoc questionnaires and interviews. The combined sessions were analyzed using thematic analysis [5]. Based on the recommendations of the UX experts, we included questionnaires regarding the system usability scale (SUS) [1] and conducted best-worst scaling on the features per category [15]. We will present each step now in more detail.

3.1 Prototype Development

The design features for the prototypes are based on the introduced features in [26]. We split the features into three prototypes with one feature per category per group which led to a distinct set of design features, as indicated in Table 1. Since not all categories contain three features, some groups have none or more than one design feature per category. Based on the three groups of features, we developed three prototypical interfaces with Figma\(^1\) which enabled us to evaluate the features within each category. We built upon the widely known interface of ChatGPT and imitated a question and a corresponding LLM-generated response. An exemplary screenshot of one prototype is presented in Figure 3, and the remaining prototypes are presented in supplemental material.

---

\(^1\)https://www.figma.com/, Version 116.12.2
Table 1: Distribution of 17 features of [26] into three groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Score</td>
<td>Colored Ordinal CS</td>
<td>Ordinal CS</td>
<td>Metric CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td>Source Links (Drill-Down), Source Quality</td>
<td>Direct Quotes</td>
<td>Source Links (Pop-up), Source Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>Monetary Interest</td>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>Political Spectrum, Ethical &amp; Legal Consid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Aid</td>
<td>Response Type</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Text</td>
<td>Explanations</td>
<td>Phrasing</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customization</td>
<td>Replies</td>
<td>Confidence Threshold</td>
<td>Drill-down Dashboard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Screenshot of the prototypical interface including the features of Group 1.

**Interface Descriptions.** Each interface shows a user interaction with ChatGPT. In the interaction, a pre-determined question is posed to the LLM and the response is augmented with a feature group specified in Table 1. In the first interface, the user poses a question regarding a photovoltaic system where seven features are included. We represent a colored ordinal confidence score (CS) with a green "HIGH" label in the top right corner of the response. We include source links in the response, presented in IEEE citation style. On the lower left of the response is a drill-down menu for the sources where the links to the citations are provided as well as an indicator of the source quality on a continuous scale between "low" and "high". In this sample, the source quality is specified as slightly above "medium". A currency symbol is shown on the right side below the response and highlighted in light red. When hovering over this symbol, two text paragraphs are highlighted in the same shade indicating potential monetary interest in the response generation. Other paragraphs in the response are underlined indicating uncertain information and therefore, a different response type, in the text. This explanation is given centrally below the response. An explanation of the response generation is displayed behind a red exclamation mark above the text input field. It refers to the validity and selection of sources as well as the limited timely and functionality of the LLM and encourages users to question the response. Finally, the users can interact with the response and pose a pre-determined follow-up question. The question asks for additional information and a second response elaborates on the previous "imprecise" one.

In the second interface, the user requests a short summary of the Cold War. When starting this conversation for the first time, a disclaimer is presented as a pop-up window explaining LLMs.
are "not always right" and the responses are based on statistical approximations and predictions. Another feature included in this interface is a response confidence threshold slider where the user could specify the minimal confidence in the model’s response generation on a scale between 5% and 95%. The user can interact with the slider even after the initial response is generated which changes the response output. This interface contains another ordinal CS in the top right corner without colored representation. The score changes between "HIGH", "MEDIUM", or "LOW", depending on the minimum confidence threshold. Also depending on the threshold is the generated response that includes more or less passages of direct quotes. The corresponding sources are again presented in IEEE citation style and can be accessed by clicking on a drill-down menu in the bottom left corner of the response. Within the response with lower minimum confidence, we changed the phrasing of the response to emphasize sentences where the model was uncertain, for example, by including attenuation like “I’m not entirely sure, but...” or “To my knowledge, ...”.

Our third interface mimics an interaction with ChatGPT on a medical question regarding a cough. In this interface, we include a metric CS assessing the confidence of the response. We provide sources in the response in the same way by including them as citations in IEEE style. When investigating the sources overview, a pop-up window (instead of the previous drill-down menus) opens stating the overall number of sources used in the reply (four in this interface) as well as links to the sources. We also include the political orientation of the response by using a scale between "far left" and "far right". The interface additionally showed ethical and legal considerations where we emphasize the general functionality of LLMs and that their built on general knowledge. Additional pieces of information are provided about potential biases in response generation and the lack of human empathy in statistical-based models. For legal considerations, we specify information about personal rights, data protection, and copyright infringements. Since the interaction concerns a medical question, we also include information about the medical expertise of ChatGPT and that the user should consult a medical doctor “for an accurate diagnosis and [an] appropriate treatment plan”. All this information is hidden in a drill-down dashboard. Furthermore, similar to the first interface, some passages with uncertain information are underlined, but this time in red. When clicking on the uncertain information button in the lower right corner, the passages are highlighted in the same color.

Pre-tests. Following the development of the three prototypical interfaces, we conducted three pre-tests with two UX experts (both male, average age 30.0) and one everyday user (female, age 23). The UX experts frequently work on designing intelligent user interfaces, one of them primarily for data representation and the other for chatbots and LLMs specifically. The pre-tests took about 30–45 minutes each where they assessed all three prototypes. During the pre-tests, we focused on the depiction of the features and their intended functionality rather than the benefits of said features. Overall, the resonance in these pre-tests was very positive and the UX experts were keen on the results as well. They had smaller suggestions to further improve the depiction of the political orientation feature. One pre-tester suggested using a tachometer instead of a scale to ease the understanding of the political orientation. Therefore, we updated the representation to a tachometer ranging from “far left” to “far right” with a pointer indicating a rather central opinion. Based on other feedback, we extended the functionality of the response type to highlight all underlined text when the user clicks on it. We also changed the layout of the dashboard in the third prototype because one of the pre-testers suggested a tab system including political, ethical, and legal considerations. Two of the three pre-testers had some misconceptions regarding the confidence threshold in interface two. They wondered which benefits a response with low generation probability could have. To avoid future confusion, we included a descriptive text in a question mark box just above the confidence threshold slider explaining that low generation probability might be desirable in rather creative LLM tasks.

3.2 Qualitative Prototype Evaluation
We evaluated the prototypes based on a WOz, where human-computer interaction is simulated [16]. The system is controlled by a human wizard, which is unknown to the user who believes the system is real [39]. In our study, the prototypes operate independently, therefore, the wizard only intervenes when the prototypes fail or their usage is unclear to the participant [13]. We wrote a short introductory text including general knowledge about LLMs and a high-level description of the participants’ task before the participants were free to interact with the system [39]. The participants were shown the three prototypes in random order. We concluded the nine WOz sessions with semi-structured interviews to evaluate the prioritization, usefulness, and usability of the features [16]. The interview guideline covered the opening, introduction, key questions, and closing of the interview [29]. We asked key questions and suggestions for improvement regarding the three most helpful features (top features), features without perceived value, or difficulties in understanding the features. An overview of the participants’ top features as well as some exemplary quotes are shown in Table 2.

The participants were on average 35.11 years old (22 to 59 years) and a gender distribution of 4 women and 5 men. We included a broad range of participants stemming from different professions (e.g., students and retirees) and with different proficiency of using LLMs. During the interaction with the prototypes, we encouraged our participants to explain their thoughts and behavior (i.e., think-aloud). The following post-hoc interviews took on average 12 minutes and 32 seconds. Both parts were transcribed automatically and evaluated with a thematic analysis [5]. When analyzing the sessions, we identified 470 text passages and 89 codes.

First Interface. The interaction with the first interface lasted on average 6 minutes and 48 seconds. Six of the nine participants first noticed the colored ordinal CS that was perceived as "easy to interpret" [Participant 1 (p01)] and “immediately understandable without having to read a lot of text” [p02]. One participant explicitly liked the color scheme, as shown in Table 2. Despite being considered a top feature by three participants, others struggled with the composition of the CS. The participants assumed “that it is composed of the number of sources, the quality of the sources, [and] the number of uncertain text passages” [p09] and they suggested adding information explaining how the score is calculated.
Despite being overlooked twice, the button displaying source links was included six times as a top feature because it was "one of the most helpful" [p05] features and enabled users to see "at a quick glance [...] where the information comes from" [p04]. The participants suggested that clicking on source links in the footnotes forwards to the source. Three of the nine participants voted source quality into their cross-category top features, as it is "an easy indicator of how good the sources are" [p01]. Our participants recommended an explanation so "it is clearly disclosed how to arrive at such source quality" [p03]. Another suggestion was to evaluate each source to determine "which source is highly objective" [p05].

A feature strongly discussed was monetary interest which was "super striking" [p02] and, therefore, included as a top feature twice. Five participants lost confidence in the marked sentences but in the entire response if paid content occurred. They indicated that this "is not an answer [they] want to work with" [p02] and that it would "reduce the credibility of the whole system" [p05].

One participant included response type as a top feature because the underlined text indicated uncertainty, but maintained an "organic to read" [p07] representation. Two other participants were "a little confused at first" [p01] thinking "that [the underlined text] was a link" [p01]. Additionally, four participants had trouble understanding the button for "uncertain information". These assessments emphasize the relevance of this feature but allow for discussion about instantiations. Two features (explanations and replies) received only little attention during the WOz sessions. Only three participants found replies as a feature in the interface. Two participants were even surprised that it was listed as an extra feature since "of course, you can ask follow-up questions normally in this system at any time" [p04].

**Second Interface.** The interaction with the second interface lasted on average 6 minutes and 15 seconds. All participants had to interact with the disclaimer first, but already knew the stated information (e.g., "I already know this" [p02] or "this is clear to me" [p07]). Seven participants stated that the disclaimer served no purpose while two participants found the disclaimer useful before the first interaction and "otherwise [...] rather obsolete" [p05].

In five cases the confidence threshold was clicked directly after the disclaimer. The post-hoc interview revealed that three participants thought "the threshold is more of a toy" [p04] and that they "find it exciting [...] how the answers change" [p06]. Nevertheless, five participants listed confidence threshold as one of their top features because they "can choose how creative or safe the AI should be" [p05]. One participant suggested that "the AI could tell from the question [...] which confidence is appropriate" [p05]. The participants paid less attention to the ordinal CS compared to the colored variant and described the same issues of understanding the calculation. Compared to the colored ordinal CS, the variant was never included as a top feature.

**Direct quotes** were included by one participant as top feature because it showed "exactly how it is written" [p07] in the source, and they could "see right where it is written" [p07], which made it easier for them to check the facts. Five participants criticized that the phrasing feature was "not clearly marked" [p03] resulting in two participants overlooking it. One participant chose the feature in his top features because different phrasing "gets a special weight" [p02] for the truth of the answer.

**Third Interface.** Interaction with the third interface was the shortest, lasting on average for 5 minutes and 42 seconds. Three participants investigated the drill-down dashboard first. The dashboard was rarely perceived as a single feature but generally viewed and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Exemplary Quote</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colored Ordinal CS</td>
<td>&quot;traffic light system [...] is immediately understandable&quot; [p02]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Links (Drill-Down)</td>
<td>&quot;see at a quick glance [...] where the information comes from&quot; [p04]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Quality</td>
<td>&quot;an easy indicator of how good the sources are&quot; [p01]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary Interest</td>
<td>&quot;reduce the credibility of the whole system&quot; [p05]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Type</td>
<td>&quot;organic to read&quot; [p07], &quot;a little confused at first&quot; [p01]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanations</td>
<td>&quot;to judge how truthful the information is, I didn’t find it that helpful&quot; [p04]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replies</td>
<td>&quot;didn’t notice ChatGPT pointing out that I could ask [a follow up]&quot; [p05]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal CS</td>
<td>&quot;immediately understandable without having to read a lot of text&quot; [p02]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Quotes</td>
<td>&quot;one can see right where it is written&quot; [p07]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclaimer</td>
<td>&quot;it doesn’t help me, I know [...] I have to be careful there&quot; [p06]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrasing</td>
<td>&quot;had to look very carefully to see if it was true&quot; [p08]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Threshold</td>
<td>&quot;is more of a toy&quot; [p04], &quot;choose how creative or safe the AI should be&quot; [p05]</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric CS</td>
<td>&quot;what it’s based on, that [the score] is 70%&quot; [p03]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Links (Pop-Up)</td>
<td>&quot;it’s easier than if I have to scroll around there&quot; [p06]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Quantity</td>
<td>&quot;only [...] how many sources [...] not as good as these source links&quot; [p04]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Spectrum</td>
<td>&quot;just because it has [a political orientation] doesn’t mean it’s wrong&quot; [p04]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical &amp; Legal Consid.</td>
<td>&quot;didn't feel like [the features] were helping&quot; [p03]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>&quot;it would have been enough if it was just highlighted in red&quot; [p03]</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill-Down Dashboard</td>
<td>&quot;which of the three [tabs] is particularly important to focus on now&quot; [p05]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Assessment of each instantiation in the three prototypes with exemplary quotes and selections as top features.
evaluated in relation to the features within resulting in only six text passages. One participant suggested that "one could highlight [...] which of the three [tabs] is particularly important to focus on right now" [p05]. Five participants used the metric CS immediately after the dashboard and two included it as a top feature. The feature "graded a little bit better than Low, Medium, High" [p09] but again the composition of the score "what it’s based on, that [the score] is 70%" [p05] was unclear. Therefore, a clickable informative text was proposed.

Three participants found the political spectrum “a bit out of place” [p03] in a medical question, as it made "no sense with a topic like this" [p05] but appreciated it "when it comes to something political" [p07]. Participants indicated that the feature does not "assist them in determining the truthfulness" [p03] because if the answer "doesn’t fit my political views, I don’t like the answer" [p03], although the response might be correct. Three participants perceived ethical and five participants perceived legal considerations as "good and important" [p01] but would refrain from using these features since "you don’t read through all of [the text]" [p05] and "didn’t feel like [the features] were helping" [p03]. Compared to the drill-down display from the first interface, the pop-up instantiation of the source links was only selected once as a top feature because "it’s easier than if I have to scroll around there" [p06] and "it does not hide the actual text" [p04]. The source quantity was only addressed twice. The number of sources was expected to compensate for the quality of the sources since [ChatGPT] is confident [...] even if the sources individually [...] are not that good" [p09] and "that might be because he found relatively many sources" [p09].

Three participants were confused by the colored display of underlined text because it looked like "a typo" [p01] or "thought it was kind of a link" [p03]. Two participants chose it as their top feature because it was "clearly marked [...] from the beginning" [p03]. Color was also well received in conjunction with other features across the interfaces. The colored ordinal CS performed significantly better than its gray variant, and the colored scaling of the source quality was also positively highlighted. In terms of underlining and highlighting uncertain information, color emerged from the interviews as a favorite. Participants suggested varying the feature selection depending on the question type, so "the AI can tell based on the question what features it needs to display" [p05] and a note for first-time users to display the features. Another suggestion was to combine replies with response type, that "if the information is uncertain, you should ask" [p05] a follow-up question.

3.3 Quantitative Prototype Evaluation

All nine participants answered the questionnaires and followed the best-worst scaling approach. In the following, we first present the usability of the system. Second, we present the feature importance based on the rating of the participants.

**Usability.** To assess the usability of the prototypes, we asked them to assess ten statements of the system usability scale (SUS) [8] on a 5-point Likert scale (ranging from 1 - "totally disagree" to 5 - "totally agree"). Our participants perceived the first prototype as easy to use (average: 4.11, standard deviation: 0.58) and stated they would frequently use the system (4.00, 1.07). Drawbacks revolve around the consistency of the features, where the participants were indifferent to the statement that "there were too many inconsistencies in the system" (2.44, 1.25).

The same problem holds for the second prototype where the participants perceived slightly fewer inconsistencies (2.11, 1.46). They would also like to interact with this system frequently (4.67, 0.38) and strongly disagree with the statement the system is "unnecessarily complex" (1.22, 0.38). Despite these promising assessments, the participants also do not feel fully confident when using the system (3.56, 0.79), the lowest score out of the three prototypes.

The third prototype got the lowest score for the likelihood of frequent use (3.67, 1.11) and ranked last regarding its complexity (1.89, 0.90). The prototype showed especially few inconsistencies (1.67, 0.69) and a quick learning to use this system (4.22, 0.82).

**Feature Importance.** Second, we conducted a best-worst scaling for each feature category [15] which has been recommended to rate feature-based benefit importance over other comparisons due to its easy implementation and "easy to explain" results [10]. Evaluating all 20 instantiations of the features in groups of four would create an enormous amount of configurations. Therefore, we conduct a best-worst scaling to the instantiations within one category. For each feature category, we ask our participants to select the best and worst feature instantiation for multiple feature combinations. The combinations were created based on the balanced incomplete block design [4]. We grouped categories with only two features (i.e., visual aid and in text) together, since the comparison would be binary otherwise. For categories containing three instantiations (i.e., Confidence Score and Customization) we included one additional feature which we ignored during the analysis. Each instantiation’s rating is determined by adding 1 to the score for each assessment as a best instantiation and by subtracting 1 as a worst instantiation [15]. An overview of the results of the best-worst scaling is shown in Table 3.

When assessing the best instantiation of the CS, we see a slight tendency toward the metric CS (score = 7), just before a colored ordinal CS (6). In this group of feature instantiations, the included source quality was perceived as even more essential to include (8). However, for the sources category, source quality only ranks second (4), just behind the provision of source links in a drill-down menu (12). This representation is strongly preferred to the instantiation as a pop-up window (2) which is in line with the interview results. In the disclosure category, monetary interests (15) were perceived as the best feature to include. This might be due to the impact of paid content on the acceptance of the response specified in the interviews. A disclaimer (-7) and the political spectrum (-10) were perceived as the worst features in the disclosure category to include. In the combined visual aid and in text category, the visual features (color, 14 and response type, 8) greatly stood out compared to the textual features (explanations, -5 and phrasing, -17). In the customization step, the confidence threshold (17) was the best-rated feature with 21 points more than the second-rated drill-down dashboard (-4).

4 STUDY 2: ARTIFACT GENERATION

Based on the feature prioritization of the Woz and our prototypes, we developed the “Hallucination Identifier for Large Language
Models" (HILL) that should enable users to identify potential hallucinations.

### 4.1 Artifact Development

The existing prototypes provided several interface features to build on. With these interfaces at hand, we derived some technical requirements based on existing guidelines [45] and following iterative discussions. Based on the requirements to trust text-based generative AI, usage should be as intuitive as possible [45]. Therefore, we decided to build a web application that runs independently of the operating system, so the end users are not required to install or update any service. We implemented our frontend, which covers all interaction with the users, based on the JavaScript Framework Vue.js [12]. The backend, which ensures the communication between the APIs of ChatGPT and HILL as well as the calculation of the CSs and other measures, is built with Express.js². OpenAI provides an easily accessible API to ChatGPT [7], therefore, we connect HILL to ChatGPT instead of other established LLMs like BARD or LaMDA. This fulfills the requirements of easy integration with existing resources and enables easy transferability to other AI models [45].

**Frontend Development.** The frontend of HILL consists of four areas which can be seen in Figure 1. First, we built upon the comments of the WOz participants and explained the included features in a text box positioned at the top of the application site (area A). The text box contains explanations of the features confidence score, political spectrum, and monetary interest as well as two additional explanations for hallucinations and self-assessment score. The second area B is a chat interface with messages between the LLM and the user. We used the same icons as OpenAI for ChatGPT and unknown users [40]. We provided three extensions below the generated response, from left to right, a button with "+Sources", a metric CS, and a "+More details" button. The last button opens the third area C of an additional drill-down dashboard that contains more detailed information regarding the assessment of the political spectrum, the monetary interest, hallucinations, and the self-assessment score. Despite having only mediocre results in the best-worst scaling, we include these features in a drill-down dashboard to allow for additional information only if desired to avoid overburdening the users. A similar dashboard opens below the response when clicking on the left "+Source" button and shows a list of the sources supporting the generated response. We used the dashboard option rather than the pop-up instantiation based on the best-worst scaling. The fourth area D is shown at the bottom of the interface where users regenerate the response of the model and can type in additional messages.

**Backend Development.** The backend enables communication with OpenAI’s API as well as the calculation of the CS. During the response generation with HILL, we conduct multiple calls of the API. First, the user input is posed to ChatGPT-v3.5 creating the initial response that serves as the basis for further analysis. This mimics conventional communication with LLMs where users can ask follow-up questions based on previously generated responses. These follow-up questions were one feature developed by [26].

As a next step, HILL follows with a second request to ChatGPT to identify uniform resource locators (URLs) for sources supporting the generated response for the user input. Therefore, we include the user input as well as the initial response in our request to OpenAI’s API. The prompts for all additional requests follow OpenAI’s best practices for prompt engineering and can be found in our supplement [42]. We set the temperature of this request to 0 since only factual responses are desired. To ensure source validity and further increase the benefits for users [45], we additionally verify the URLs provided by ChatGPT by calling the URL and only presenting the source to the user if the URL returns the status code “200” indicating a functioning URL. In our initial trials, this validation removed about half of the ChatGPT-generated and hallucinated sources. Validated sources are presented at the bottom of the screen in the source menu.

Following the source identification, we, third, ask ChatGPT to assess other ethical considerations in the initial response regarding the degree of monetary interest or political opinion. Monetary interest has been shown to be the most relevant disclosure feature in the feature prioritization conducted above. We ask the LLM to self-assess a score for both dimensions on a Likert scale. Self-assessment of LLM responses has already been conducted in previous studies to ensure the validity of the response [27]. The degree of monetary interest is provided on a Likert scale ranging from 0 (“Very unlikely to be paid content”) to 10 (“Very likely paid content”). For the political spectrum, the response is given on a scale between −10 and 10 where −10 stands for “extreme left political spectrum”, 0 is “neutral”, and 10 is “extreme right political spectrum”. Both score assessments are briefly explained as well. The scores and the explanations are shown in the drill-down dashboard on the right side of the interface.

For the fourth request, we ask ChatGPT to identify potential misinformation based on the response type. In our request, we encourage the LLM to “act as an independent fact checker” with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Score</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Disclosure</th>
<th>Vis. Aid &amp; In Text</th>
<th>Customization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Metric CS (7)</td>
<td>Src. Qual. (4)</td>
<td>Legal Con. (3)</td>
<td>Resp. Type (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Colored Ord. CS (6)</td>
<td>Dir. Quotes (1)</td>
<td>Ethical Con. (1)</td>
<td>Explanations (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Ordinal CS (-21)</td>
<td>Pop-Up (-2)</td>
<td>Disclaimer (-7)</td>
<td>Phrasing (-17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Src. Quant. (-15)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pol. Spectr. (-10)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of the best-worst scaling per category with the score included in brackets. Features in italics were included to allow performing best-worst scaling but do not belong to the category.

²https://expressjs.com/
the given question and output. The model should then identify all "errors in factual information and subjective statements" in the response text to ensure and fulfill the requirement of response neutrality [45]. The prompt specifies that the response is a JSON object including the number of errors and subjective statements as well as quotes and explanations on why the LLM considers them to be errors. These errors are then highlighted in the initial response in the user interface and the explanations given on the right side in the drill-down dashboard.

To validate the initial response, we send a last request to the OpenAI API which should "assess the accuracy of the given answer to the given question/task and provide a self-assessment score between 0 and 100 where 0 is 'totally factually wrong' and 100 is 'totally factually true'". Again this score is returned as JSON-object with the score and a short explanation of the assessment.

Based on these additional requests, we compute an overall confidence score for the reply. The CS is a weighted aggregation of the scores returned by the additional requests. To achieve proper comparison, we scaled the self-assessment score, political spectrum, and monetary interest all to a normalized scale between 0 and 1. We further transformed the provided sources and the response type into a score between 0 and 1. For the source score, we assumed that if a functioning URL is returned, this already significantly boosts the confidence in the response. Therefore, we determine the normalized source score \( n_{S} = 0.5 + 0.1 \times \left( \text{number of sources} - 1 \right) \). This means, that the first validated source sets the source score to 0.5 while every additional validated source further increases the score by 0.1. If no sources are provided, \( n_{S} \) is set to 0, if more than 6 sources are provided, \( n_{S} = 1 \). We determined the normalized score for the response type \( n_{T} \) in a similar fashion. We assumed, that if no hallucinations are found \( n_{T} \) is set to 1, and if 4 or more hallucinations are identified \( n_{T} \) is set to 0. This lead us to \( n_{C} = 1 - \left( \text{number of hallucinations} \right) / 4 \) for all other values. Taking all normalized scores into account we determine the overall CS of the initial response with

\[
\text{confidence score} = 0.1 \times n_{S} + 0.5 \times n_{C} + 0.05 \times n_{M} + 0.05 \times n_{M} + 0.3 \times n_{T}
\]

To sum up, we use LLMs to evaluate LLM output. An alternative could be to use external evaluation as suggested in literature [e.g., 17, 18, 36]. We purposefully chose another route for various reasons. First, this approach is easy to implement, since it relies on one API for all requests. Second, our approach is LLM-model agnostic. While we base our model on ChatGPT-v3.5, promising results might be also transferred to other LLM models. Nonetheless, we acknowledge other methods, such as external evaluation as other promising approaches.

4.2 Artifact Evaluation

To evaluate the interface of HILL, we conducted a brief online survey with 17 participants. We additionally validated the identification of hallucinations based on the second version of the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD 2.0) [37]. Furthermore, we conducted five interviews to assess the influence of HILL on user reliance.

Online Survey. For the interface evaluation, we posed five questions in total with three questions regarding the education of the users and two regarding the clarity of the user interface. Each question was answered on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 ("strongly disagree") to 7 ("strongly agree"). The questions were framed in German language to ease the survey participation for the respondents. We show English translations in Table 4.

Regarding the education of the users, we see that all three statements have significant improvement when using HILL. The 17 participants considered the validity of HILL to be 24.39% higher than the validity of ChatGPT (6.00 vs. 4.82, \( p < 0.0001 \)) and that the HILL user interface better draws attention to potential hallucinations than the ChatGPT interface (6.71 vs. 3.65, \( p < 0.0001 \)). In the third statement, the participants answered they perceive factual statements of HILL as less critical compared to ChatGPT (3.76 vs. 5.12, \( p = 0.008 \)). While this indicates an increased trust in the system, it also exposes an increased risk of overreliance if HILL misses hallucinations.

We also posed two questions about the user interface and asked whether the interface was perceived as concise and if the interface offered all relevant features. Both questions had similar replies among our participants and we identified no significant difference between ChatGPT and HILL. The interface of HILL was perceived as slightly less concise than the ChatGPT interface (-1.85%) which stems from the additional features incorporated in this artifact.

We posed a final question where we asked our participants whether the validation of statements containing alleged facts is easier with HILL. Out of the 17 participants, 12 "strongly agreed" and 4 "agreed" with this statement. We acknowledge a potential social desirability bias here which needs to be removed and validated in future blind evaluations of HILL compared to the traditional LLM interfaces.

Performance Validation. Besides the questionnaires related to usability, we also analyzed the performance of HILL in the identification of hallucinations. For that, we used SQuAD 2.0 [37] which contains about 150,000 questions. Each question is associated with a short text prompt containing information regarding different categories like prime numbers, Huguenots, or 1973 oil crisis. The data set differs between 100,000 answerable questions and 50,000 unanswerable questions regarding the provided texts.

For our evaluation, we posed 64 answerable and 64 unanswerable questions to HILL, four randomly picked each from 16 different categories. An exemplary "answerable" question for the category prime numbers would be "Which theorem would be invalid if the number 1 were considered prime?" (Answer: Euclid’s fundamental theorem of arithmetic). These questions are factually true and easy to validate. Unanswerable questions included negations that are difficult to detect or factually wrong assumptions in their question, like "Who included 1 as the first prime number in the mid-20th century?". Assessment of HILL’s responses to unanswerable questions was challenging since the LLM might have learned the information during model training sessions. Therefore, we manually validated whether factual responses were available and assessed the reply as "correct" if the artifact’s response either correctly stated they did not know the answer or the correct factual answer was given. Based on these questions, we analyzed whether HILL identified
hallucinations or not and whether the given answer was correct or not. We, additionally, gathered all available scores of HILL including the self-assessment score and the overall CS. Table 5 shows an overview of the totals.

As seen in Table 5, HILL generally identifies hallucinations in wrong answers and identifies no hallucinations in factually correct answers. Overall, it achieves an accuracy of 70.3% for answerable questions and 64.0% for unanswerable questions. In our evaluation, when HILL produced wrong answers, it mostly identified hallucinations (recall of 60.0% for answerable and 66.7% for unanswerable questions). One drawback is that the identification of hallucinations does not necessarily mean the answer is wrong (precision of 52.2% for knowable, 41.4% for unanswerable questions).

Comparing the responses to answerable and unanswerable questions, we recognize that HILL identified hallucinations more frequently in responses to unanswerable questions compared to answerable ones (44 hallucinations in 29 responses vs. 29 hallucinations in 23 responses). Since HILL needed to answer questions without evident factual responses, we suspected more hallucinations in these responses and found more. However, for unanswerable questions, HILL identified more hallucinations on correct answers than on wrong answers (26.6% vs. 18.8%). One of the reasons might be that the identified hallucinations were considered subjective statements in 19 responses compared to only 5 responses to answerable questions. These subjective statements were frequently considered as subjective because they provided no references and sources supporting the claim.

Analyzing the CS and self-assessment score for each question yielded no interesting results. HILL generally ranked responses where no hallucinations were identified as higher (85.44 vs. 80.79 in CS) as well as responses where the correct answer was given as higher compared to incorrect answers given (83.80 vs. 82.44 in CS).

User Interviews. We additionally conducted semi-structured interviews to gain a deeper understanding of users’ reliance on HILL. In each interview, we presented the users with four questions from the SQuAD 2.0 dataset [37] first showing an interaction with ChatGPT and afterward an interaction with HILL. These interactions were provided via videos to follow a standardized procedure. Two of the presented questions showed general knowledge questions (divisors of prime numbers, location of a large European river) as well as two questions with higher knowledge requirements (second most abundant element, pre-allocation of resources in packet-switching). We recorded and transcribed the interviews verbatim.

In total, we interviewed five participants (4 males, 1 female) based on convenience sampling. Interviews were coded in an open coding approach with a focus on the design features of HILL. The participants all stated they frequently use LLMs for personal as well as professional reasons. Most commonly, they used LLMs for text summaries and recaps of unfamiliar concepts. We first present the results of the general interaction with HILL. Then we dive deeper into certain features of HILL where we found interesting patterns in the statements of the participants.

When asking questions to LLM responses, the participants generally assess if the response “fits into [their] current understanding” [i01] and “sounds logical” [i04]. If that is the case, they would rely on the response (i01, i04). This opens up the case of confirmation biases, where humans only look for desired answers, therefore, highlighting the importance of mitigating overreliance on LLMs. This reduction can be achieved by some of the HILL design features presented below.

The confidence score was seen as the “most important” [i01] design feature by many of the participants. However, there were also some challenges in grasping the meaning behind it. For example, one participant would need some time to adapt their reliance and “get a feeling” [i03] of the performance in order to rely on the confidence score. Further, understanding the meaning of the numerical value might be a challenge, as “a confidence score of 77% is too little to rely on” [i03] on the model. The interviewees additionally highlighted the benefits of the self-assessed score since they can better grasp the basic points [i03] with the provided explanation. Further, sources were seen as “particularly helpful” [i02] and the “most important and helpful” [i03] feature. However, the question of source quality arose. One of the sources included Wikipedia, which was critically questioned by some participants as “not the most reliable source” [i03 and i04]. At the same time, just having sources, even Wikipedia, “increases confidence” [i03], as they would expect, that “the content of Wikipedia was used and the information was simply extracted from it” [i03]. This highlights, that source quality might be a subjective feature, as some participants perceive the same source with varying quality.

HILL also directly states identified hallucinations. If that is the case, participants would “first look at hallucinations, then at the sources to assess whether it is correct what the response states” [i04].

---

We encountered technical difficulties in one interview and therefore only used the notes taken during the interview.
Further, only hallucinations are presented, participants “would follow up” [102] on that, highlighting the importance of presenting the hallucinations. Especially in tasks where they are inexperienced, the participants stated they “would not reassess the response of ChatGPT, since they have a higher trust in ChatGPT” [101]. However, “now when the confidence is shown and it is small, [they would] reassess the response” [101]. Other interviewees stated they rather use ChatGPT “if is about general questions and only the general information is important” [102]. While monetary interest and political spectrum got little attention from many participants, one participant particularly appreciated the features as these can be used to “influence the formation of opinions” [105], but also acknowledged that this might be “difficult to measure” [105].

Overall, HILL was perceived as positive and participants made clear that the features have the potential to reduce blindly following the LLM-generated response, i.e., overreliance. Interestingly, one participant stated when doubting the answers of ChatGPT they would also “open a new ChatGPT window and ask the same question again to compare the answers and see whether the same answer comes out twice or whether the answer is different” [101]. This shows that the design of HILL follows a similar approach to the decision-making of some humans: validating LLMs by using LLMs.

5 DISCUSSION

With the results of the WOz and the following development of the HILL artifact, we discuss in this section the contribution of both studies as well as the limitations and provide possible directions for future improvements.

5.1 Contributions

In this study, we followed a user-centered approach to propose the novel artifact HILL, the ‘Hallucination Identifier for Large Language Models’. We identified the design features using a WOz study and on this basis implemented HILL. We put a specific focus on user needs and perceptions as a central aspect of our study. While current research aims at improving performance metrics of LLMs or correcting LLM output [e.g., 17, 18, 36], we acknowledge that the systems will not be entirely hallucination-free in the near future. Therefore, we identify design features that enable users to detect and act upon hallucinations. We see this as a major gap in current research and aim to address this with our study and the resulting artifact HILL. We provide a detailed description of the procedure identifying relevant design features to be included in HILL as well as its underlying architecture. The evaluation of HILL shows promising results regarding its potential to support users in identifying hallucinations. With that, our study can serve as a guideline for the future development of similar artifacts incorporating user feedback when developing interfaces to detect hallucinations or other issues in AI model responses. In the following, we discuss our contributions in more detail.

Building on previously proposed features [26], we first implemented three prototypes in Figma. Features that were perceived as especially promising in previous work had different instantiations to allow for different representations. Nine users assessed the prototypes and the benefits of each instantiation. In the following evaluation regarding the usability of the system and best-worst scaling, we evaluated the best instantiations for each of the six categories. We found, that the users liked a metric CS more than other presentations and the sources should be included as links in a drill-down feature. Additionally, visual highlighting by color and underlining different response types were perceived as more helpful than textual changes in the response phrasing. Users found monetary interest in the response to be essential since they would not trust the response if it included paid content. Users liked a confidence threshold to ensure relevant and factually true responses.

While taking into account user feedback of the WOz, we developed HILL which builds on the existing API of ChatGPT by OpenAI. With that, HILL is a complementary approach to existing LLMs rather than a competing one which can be simply included as an additional interface. We included the features metric CS and color as features performing best in two categories in the best-worst-scaling (CS, Visual Aid & Text) as well as two drill-down dashboards. The first dashboard contains source links to references, and the second drill-down dashboard has additional features about disclosure like monetary interest and the response type. These features are assessed by additional requests to the ChatGPT API using the initial request and the model’s generated response. All these features are incorporated in an overall CS by weighing the self-assessment score and the presence of potential hallucinations the most. In a following evaluation survey, 17 participants saw the interface as beneficial to assess potential hallucinations in LLM responses while maintaining an easy-to-use interface.

We additionally evaluated the functionality of HILL by posing questions from SQUAD 2.0 [37]. With 128 questions, we saw that HILL can identify hallucinations. In initially wrong answers of LLMs, we found hallucinations in 24 out of 38 cases. This indicates that our HILL artifact is able to detect artificially generated information in LLM responses and, therefore, helps users assess the factual accuracy of LLM responses. With correct responses, our model might still identify hallucinations in the form of subjective statements that need further assessment by the users. We also saw that users perceived statements without identified hallucinations in HILL as less critical than the same statements in ChatGPT. This perception was especially driven by the presence of sources and the indication of confidence scores which provide a convenient starting point for users to manually assess the model’s response. This showed slight tendencies toward an increased reliance on HILL. Since HILL is unable to identify all hallucinations, this could also increase overreliance on factually wrong answers. Future endeavors should investigate how to avoid this increased overreliance as well as further possibilities to improve the accuracy of HILL and enhance the quality of the provided sources. Therefore, we encourage users to use HILL to identify hallucinations in LLM responses but also rely on other resources to conclude factually correct answers.

By following a user-centered approach, we identify important design features proposed by users. Taking into account user feedback is essential to enable frequent use of LLMs and AI in general. Therefore, prioritizing features based on a WOz can guide the development of future development of AI artifacts in general. Wherever features desired or frequently relied upon by users are available, a prioritization of these features might lead to artifacts with easier use. Therefore, designers and developers can build on our approach to develop their own user-centered AI artifacts.
Further, our findings might generalize beyond question and answering tasks. In our interviews, we saw a frequent use of LLMs for validating and summarizing unknown concepts where similar features might be helpful [28]. Abstractive summaries are especially prone to hallucinations. Therefore, our proposed design features could help enable users to detect hallucinations. While in question answering the features can be built for the full answer, a more fine granular partitioning might be appropriate for summarization, such as the sentence or paragraph level. Similarly, for machine translation, hallucinations can sometimes be found [38]. Additionally, even beyond NLP, e.g., hallucinations in computer vision or image creation occur [53]. While our features are developed for text-based hallucinations, some features might also be adequate beyond text-based problems, such as confidence scores or disclaimers. Overall, our study addresses the gap in how to enable users to detect and act upon hallucinations from a user-centered approach.

5.2 Limitations & Future Research

Our study, however, is not without limitations. First, we only provide a preliminary evaluation of our HILL artifact. While assessing the user interface and the functionality of the model, including user interviews, we did not quantitatively investigate the effects of identifying hallucinations on user behavior. Especially the limited sample size in user evaluation as well as assessing video instead of natural interactions invites future studies to investigate how the identification of hallucinations in LLM responses influences the user’s interaction with the system and potential (over)reliance. Nonetheless, our study lays the groundwork for a more in-depth evaluation of HILL and similar artifacts.

Second, we developed only one instantiation for most of the proposed design features. While this enabled us to prioritize across features, it leaves the representation of each feature out of scope. In future studies, different instantiations might further improve the interaction with the system. Additional features might be included in the artifact as well as in the assessment of different features. This includes an instantiation of the confidence threshold which was not included in our artifact due to unclear technical implementation. Investigating different implementations of this feature could be a great first step to further improve HILL.

Finally, the confidence in the LLM response is currently self-assessed by additional requests to the ChatGPT API. This leads to increased communication between the client and the API requiring more network interaction as well as potentially higher pricing of the requests. One solution to reduce the communication effort could be to request this information only if the user desires it. The higher price, however, could be incorporated when pricing initial requests by OpenAI or other LLM providers. Another issue is that self-assessed scores rely on LLM responses and assessing these responses for potential hallucinations could result in recursively infinite requests. A better solution would be to allow a response assessment based on a search engine request. However, this would open other questions, especially regarding the source quality of search engine results.

6 CONCLUSION

In this study, we developed HILL, a Hallucination Identifier for Large Language Models. With the pressing issue of hallucinations in LLM responses, we followed a user-centered approach to avoid overreliance of users on factually incorrect responses. We prioritized the features to include in our artifact based on a WoZ, where nine everyday users interacted with clickable prototypes. We found, that the inclusion of source links as well as a metric CS were of great importance to the users. Additionally, our participants heavily discussed the presence and highlighting of paid content in the response generation since that could "reduce the credibility of the whole system" [p05]. Based on the feature prioritization we built a web-based artifact that complements, not competes, with other existing technical efforts to reduce hallucinations in LLMs. In a survey with 17 participants, we saw that the interface enables users to question the replies without overburdening them. We evaluated the detection of hallucinations on SQuAD 2.0 where we saw that HILL can correctly identify hallucinations in factually wrong responses. Further, the results of our user interviews highlight the potential of HILL to enable users to detect hallucinations. With this study, we contribute to improving LLMs and enabling future development of user-centered LLM-based systems.
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